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Keeneland Race Course: Spring Meet 2017 
Sixth Day: Friday, April 14 
Post Time: 1:05 P.M. Eastern 
Meet Stats to date: 47-13-7-6; 28% winners, 55% in the money 
 
RACE ONE 
It’s a little odd that Team Ramsey and Mike Maker are still on the duck six 
days into the Keeneland Spring Meet, however they will try to get off the 
schneid in this spot with the class-dropper FLEETWAY. The gray stalked 
and gave way in his first start off the claim hooking tougher adversaries on 
the grass at Gulfstream, and the winner of that race—Adonis Creed 
($9.60)—came back to win an entry-level allowance race on the grass on 
Blue Grass Day. He turns back in distance and will try the main track for 
the first time in this spot, but he has a dirt-oriented pedigree; choice in a 
scratch-laden, four-horse field. SAILIN’ SHOES has been hooking minor 
stakes company on the Polytrack and drops in class in this spot while 
turning back in distance. Chestnut broke his maiden on dirt going five 
panels in an off-the-turf heat at Belterra Park in Ohio and out-gamed a 
useful horse in Hunka Burning Love in his “a other than” win in Florence 
over the synthetic going. He’s eligible for improvement making the third 
start of his current form cycle; may wake up with the surface change. 
BLUEGRASS GEM gave a good account of himself against $25K maiden 
claiming company over the winter in Hot Springs and will only have to deal 
with three other rivals in his first start against winners. His form turned 
around when dropping into the maiden claiming ranks for a quarter, and 
he has a previous money finish on the dirt at Keeneland; contender. 
KAYLA’S KITTEN will be making her first start off the claim for a low-
percentage outfit and will step up from the $5K conditioned claiming ranks 
into this $50K open event in this heat; destined for a minor award.  
 
SELECTIONS: 4-6-5-1  
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RACE TWO 
I’ll take a shot with the first-time starter RAREST QUALITY in this 
nondescript $50,000 maiden claiming affair going three-quarters of a mile, 
as the son of Elusive Quality is bred to sprint and hails from the barn of 
Wesley Ward, whose outfit is not only winning at a 30 percent clip at the 
meet, but also scores at a high percentage with its first-time starters. Bay 
gelding has been training forwardly and will break running. Ignore the 
wide post draw; choice. AMIGO’S AFFAIR fired right out of the box to be 
second, beaten a scant three-parts of a length for all the money, facing 
maiden allowance company at Tampa and is well-spotted to graduate in 
this spot in for a $50K tag in a race that came up light on talent. Lightly-
raced four-year-old finished a neck to the good of Caniform in the debut 
run, and that rival came back to be third at 3-1 facing $30,000 maiden 
claiming company on yesterday’s card in Lexington. He exits a slow race, 
but gets first-time Lasix and will be forwardly placed in this sprint; tighter 
this time. BRITISH HUMOR has been bumped around at the start in his 
past two races, and he exits a quick (six-furlong, 1:09 flat) $50K maiden-
claiming race at Fair Grounds where he was a clear second behind a 
daylight winner. Well-bred son of Distorted Humor should get a great trip 
stalking the pace; contender. The Calumet Farm homebred ROUGH SEA is 
a four-year-old, first-time starter that features an extensive, gap-free 
public work tab since late January. He debuts with Lasix and for a $50,000 
tag and catches a soft crew in this affair. Jockey Corey Lanerie won two 
races on Thursday’s program; worth a look in the paddock and post 
parade. 
 
SELECTIONS: 8-3-4-7 
 
 
RACE THREE 
BLAZE STAR’s form improved when she dropped in for a tag for the first 
time at Churchill Downs last fall, and she’s a length and change shy of 
winning her past three starts sprinting on the main track. Archarcharch 
filly has tactical speed, an inside post draw, and has been first or second in 
three-of-five starts lifetime on dirt at this three-quarter mile trip; 
formidable. A DIXIE TWISTER was a one-paced fifth in a field of seven in 
her main track debut at Oaklawn Park, and she gets wheeled back off 
three-weeks rest and will make her first start for a tag for Hall of Fame 
trainer Steve Asmussen in this affair. Well-bred Hard Spun filly out of a 
Dixieland Band mare is bred top and bottom to thrive on dirt, and she 
nearly broke her maiden right out of the box in the special weight ranks 
over a “sloppy” main track. She gained valuable seasoning versus winners 
in her last start and attracts the services of Javier Castellano; contender. 
COLD HEARTED PEARL has been ambitiously spotted throughout her 10-
race career to date, yet she has still managed to finish first or second in 40 
percent of her lifetime starts. Daughter of Parading ran a huge race in her 
last start off a layoff, and her form outside of stakes company is solid. She 
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was clearly out of her league in the $100K Gin Talking Stakes in her most 
recent race, and she drops into the conditioned claiming ranks in this 
affair. Her past Keeneland form is a bit of a concern, but she comes in fresh 
and hasn’t seen a field this light since last fall; don’t ignore. NEUQUA has 
finished in the money in 50 percent of her lifetime starts and is at her best 
on the main track at this six-furlong trip. Chestnut Shackleford filly’s form 
has been spotty versus winners at Tampa Bay Downs, and the lone win of 
her career came against maidens at Indiana Downs for a $15,000 tag. She 
will appreciate the turn back in distance, and a repeat of her effort two 
starts back in Florida would be good enough to make her competitive in 
this spot, and she’s 20-1 on the morning line; tab for a minor award.  
 
SELECTIONS: 1-3-5-7  
 
 
RACE FOUR  
The Juddmonte Farm homebred WESSEX is stakes-placed on the grass, 
and this well-bred daughter of Unbridled’s Song out of a Gone West mare 
has never run a bad race for Hall-of-Famer Billy Mott. Gray miss was the 
beaten chalk when last seen at the races at Gulfstream back in February, 
however she endured a rough trip and was only beaten a length and 
change for all the money. I like the turn back in distance to a flat mile trip 
in this spot; choice. POUR GIRL ran a monster race when she last appeared 
on the Keeneland weeds, firing like a shot from off the pace at odds of 50-1 
to finish a neck off the win facing tougher stock in a $50,000 starter 
allowance affair. Daughter of Twirling Candy looks a little cheap at first-
glance, but she is a different animal on turf, and she has never missed the 
exacta from three starts lifetime going eight furlongs on the weeds. She 
can be a bit quirky and has been known to dump her rider in the pre-race 
processions, but she responds to Declan Cannon’s handling and has run 
well in her past two starts off the sidelines. She’s 12-1 on the morning line; 
“live” longshot. RES ISPA made a solid middle move in her first start off a 
near five-month layoff in her most recent outing at Tampa Bay Downs, and 
she’s a consistent daughter of English Channel that has finished in the 
money in six-of-nine lifetime starts, all on grass. She’ll be tighter in her 
second start off the layoff and attracts the services of Julien Leparoux; lots 
to like. The Maryland invader TRICKY ESCAPE has never been off the 
board, is an improving, lightly-raced four-year-old and she’s out of the 
hard-knocking, stakes-winning Petionville mare, Island Escape. She sports 
a recent three-furlong blowout on turf, is bred to handle the surface 
change, and jockey Forest Boyce accompanies her mount to Kentucky; 
threat at a price. 
 
SELECTIONS: 3-7-9-6 
 
 
RACE FIVE 
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The fifth on the card is an interesting $7,500 starter allowance affair going 
a mile and a sixteenth on the main track and BIG KICK is a deserved 5-2 
morning line favorite. The veteran eight-year-old son of Tiznow has won 
his past four starts on the main track and annexed an open $10K claiming 
heat by six lengths when last seen in Lexington, and the second-place 
finisher in that heat—Snickerboxer—came out of the race to win five of his 
next seven starts. Bay has been the beaten chalk in his past two turf starts 
in New Orleans but grass isn’t his game, as seven of his 10 lifetime wins 
have been on dirt. He has never missed the exacta from two prior starts in 
Lexington, and the turf-to-dirt angle looks “live”; choice. The New York–
bred CAUSE I’M ALEX’s best for has been against restricted company, 
however the ultra-consistent son of Afleet Alex has finished in the money 
in an impressive 20-of-27 lifetime starts, and he has good recent form over 
the inner-dirt configuration at Aqueduct. He was only beaten two lengths 
and change at nearly 20-1 in the $100,000 Claiming Crown Iron Horse 
Stakes at Gulfstream five starts back, and he has been banging heads with 
tougher adversaries all winter. Love the rider switch to Leparoux, and his 
connections wouldn’t be shipping all the way to Kentucky for a $7,500 
starter heat if they didn’t think their horse was “live”; major player. 
AESOP is a nose shy of winning his past four Polytrack starts at Turfway, 
however he hasn’t missed the trifecta in his past three outings on dirt, 
albeit against lesser adversaries. On the positive side, he likes a mile and a 
sixteenth trip on the main track, responds to jockey Shaun Bridgmohan’s 
handling, and most importantly, is very sharp now. He’s well bred (by 
Lemon Drop Kid out of a Tale of the Cat mare) and is 5-1 on the morning 
line; threat. LIEUTENANT SEANY O has ben popular at the claim box of 
late and hasn’t missed the trifecta from his past four starts facing 
conditioned $7,500 claiming types in New Orleans. He’s at his best on dirt 
going a mile and a sixteenth, but he steps up in class and will make his first 
start for a new outfit in this affair; minor award candidate. 
 
SELECTIONS: 3-8-6-9 
 
 
RACE SIX 
HARKNESS will make her first start for new connections in this spot and 
try to overcome a bout of seconditis in the process. Harlan’s Holiday filly 
was one-paced late in her most recent start despite getting blinkers and 
Lasix for the first time, but she figured to need that effort off a near three-
month freshening and she was bumped around at the start and in the four-
path on both turns. She has never run a bad race around two-turns on dirt, 
and she was only four lengths and change off eventual stakes winner 
Tequilita in her career debut in Lexington; graduates today. The Uncle Mo 
filly MOANA fetched $300K as a two-year-old-in-training, and was a good 
second on debut around two-turns at Tampa Bay Downs in early March, 
where she was pounded down to sixty cents on the dollar in a small four-
horse field. She will be hammered at the windows again in this spot and 
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figures to be the recipient of a wide trip throughout, breaking from the 
nine-hole with other speed drawn to her inside. She’ll be tighter in her 
second career start and is an obvious contender, however the wide draw 
may cost her the win today; likely for part, taking a stand against for top 
honors at a short price. LADRONA will make her main track debut in this 
spot and is bred top and bottom to relish the surface change. $120K 
Bodemeister filly hooked a next-out winner in her debut run in South 
Florida and while she only beat two horses, she was crowded at the start in 
that heat and was only beaten six lengths and change for all the money; 
improvement expected on dirt. The well-bred LUCKY SUNSET (by 
Bernardini out of a Mt. Livermore mare) made a solid middle move right 
out of the box at Turfway and finished fourth of 11 while running 
extremely wide at the quarter-pole. She’s another that is bred to love the 
surface change to the main track, and she has plenty o room for 
improvement making just her second career start. She’s a healthy 20-1 on 
the morning line; likely overlay.  
 
SELECTIONS: 5-9-4-3 
 
 
RACE SEVEN 
ANTONOE is a group three winner in France for Pascal Bary and will be 
making her North American debut with Lasix for trainer Chad Brown, who 
sent out the Juddmonte filly Grand Jete (GB)—a $6.40 winner—to emerge 
victorious in yesterday’s fifth race in her first race stateside, also with 
Lasix. Daughter of First Defence has been competing exclusively in group 
company at top-class meets in France since she broke her maiden right out 
of the box by six lengths at Deauville, then won a stake at Chantilly in her 
first crack at winners. She seems to have some tactical speed on paper but 
will likely be covered up and make one run in this spot. She’ll fire from off 
the pace; major player. VAGABOND PRINCESS gave a good account of 
herself in her first start facing “two other than” allowance types at Fair 
Grounds, besting fellow entrant SHES A TRUE BEAUTY by two lengths in 
an “about” one-mile turf heat. Bay Pure Prize filly has won two-of-three turf 
starts lifetime at this mile and a sixteenth trip, and she broke her maiden 
over the local course last fall. She has a license to move forward in the 
third start of her current form cycle; contender. SWEET TAPPER broke 
slow, swung out to the five-path, and finished with a good kick in her first 
start off a three-and-a-half-month layoff, a race that figures to set her up 
nicely in this affair. She owns a win on grass in Lexington, has finished in 
the money in two-of-three turf starts lifetime going a mile and a sixteenth 
on the green, and will be tighter in her second start off the shelf. Deep 
closer has finished into soft opening splits in the past and got up for the 
win, but the early pace figures to be legitimate in this heat; comes running 
in the stretch drive. SHAAN (IRE) is one-deep on the also-eligible list and 
will be a contender should she draw into the race. Consistent Irish-bred 
filly has finished in the money in seven-of-eight turf starts lifetime, and she 
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was a good second in a minor stakes race at Gulfstream in her North 
American debut back in February. She ran well in her first start on dirt 
hooking second-tier allowance company in South Florida, but she’s a better 
filly on the grass; dirt-to-turf angle is formidable. 
 
SELECTIONS: 4-5-3-13(also-eligible)  
 
 
RACE EIGHT 
Appropriately named for Keeneland, LEX VEGAS is a fleet-of-foot son of 
Street Boss that will be a pace factor stretching out off a pair of five-furlong 
turf efforts in South Florida. Versatile colt has solid main track form as 
well, and his only off the board effort from five previous starts came on the 
inner dirt track setup at Aqueduct last December. He’s the quickest horse 
in the race on paper, and the outside post draw isn’t detrimental coming 
out of the chute. The x-factor is the distance, but he gets a nice stamina 
influence from his broodmare sire, Deputy Minister. Turf-to-dirt angle is 
strong; choice, gate-to-wire. The chestnut BIG RED ROCKET was only 
beaten two lengths and change in his first-crack at entry-level allowance 
company in New Orleans, and this honest son of Summer Bird has never 
run a bad race for three different trainers. I like the fact that he turns back 
to a one-turn trip in this spot, and trainer Al Stall opts to take the blinkers 
off, which should help him to relax a bit more early on in the race. He 
figures to move forward in his third start off a layoff, and he showed his 
mettle finishing a game second in the $150K Northern Spur Stakes three 
starts back as a maiden; rates top billing. STAR HILL has been competing 
exclusively in graded-stakes company in his past six starts and will 
certainly appreciate the class relief in this entry-level allowance affair. 
Well-bred bay colt is multiple graded stakes placed behind the likes of 
Cupid, Tom’s Ready, Sharp Azteca and Destin, and he has finished in the 
money in three-of-four starts lifetime at this seven-furlong trip on dirt. Son 
of Elusive Quality fired from off the pace in his last start off the shelf and 
his best work to date has been without blinkers, and trainer Rusty Arnold 
takes the hood off in this spot; contender. STARSHIP ZEUS loves minor 
awards (he’s been second and third in 13-of-28 starts lifetime), however he 
will make his first start for new connections and turns back in distance off 
his past 11 races in this affair. He finished well to be third when last seen 
at this seven-furlong trip and was a good second hooking $60K stakes 
company in his most recent start at Gulfstream. He’s eligible for the “non-
winners of three lifetime” condition and hasn’t had a public breeze since 
March 25, but I can’t toss him with confidence; on the fringes. 
 
SELECTIONS: 9-8-4-2 
 
 
RACE NINE—The Maker’s 46 Mile (G1T) 
The freewheeling HEART TO HEART is a hard-knocking six-year-old that 
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loves to win, having had his picture taken in seven of his past 12 starts on 
the turf. He was a game second in a tougher edition of this race last year, 
where he was beaten a length and a quarter by the top class mare Miss 
Temple City after carving out fractions of :23 1/5, :46 1/5, and 1:10 flat. I 
expect the splits to be a shade slower today, although West Coast invaders, 
WHAT A VIEW and CALCULATOR, have shown comparable speed in the 
past and both figure to have an early pace presence in this heat. He’ll be 
tighter in his second start off a layoff, is sitting on a bullet half-mile move 
over the local course in :49 and change around the “dogs”, and Keeneland’s 
turf course is traditionally kind to speed. He was giving six pounds to 
BONDURANT in the Canadian Turf Handciap (G3T); choice, gate-to-wire. 
Green Sheet favorite BONDURANT was getting to the top choice in the 
Canadian Turf Handicap (G3T) at 12-1, and this talented half-brother to 
top Kentucky Derby (G1) contender McCraken has improved in each start 
off the layoff for trainer Ian Wilkes and appears to be sitting on a big effort 
in this spot. War Front colt loves a flat mile on the grass and is a perfect 
two-for-two on the weeds at Keeneland. He’ll get a legitimate pace to set up 
his finishing kick, but he’ll have to overcome a huge obstacle in the post 
draw, as he figures to be wide throughout in the eight-furlong affair. I’m 
thinking he has the talent to overcome the 12-hole in this spot, and he will 
provide value on the tote board (he’s 10-1 on the morning line); major 
player. BLACKTYPE (FR) steps up to graded stakes company off his last 
start, and he hasn’t been seen at the races since last November. On the 
positive side, he has won two of his past three starts off layoffs, is a 
multiple-graded-stakes winner on the turf, and will get a ground-saving 
trip on the hedge under jockey Joel Rosario, who is enjoying an excellent 
meet. French-bred is at his best on “firm” ground and he was only three 
lengths off the top choice two starts back, and the half-mile split will most 
assuredly be quicker than :51 2/5 in this spot, which will help to set up his 
late kick. I like the recent bullet blowout breeze at Payson Park a week ago; 
comes running in the lane. The consistent WESTERN RESERVE steps up in 
class in the spot, however he has finished in the money in nine-of-10 turf 
starts lifetime and has an affinity for eight panels on the lawn. Son of 
Indian Charlie may be a cut below others in class, however he has yet to 
run a poor race for his new connections and has a versatile running style 
that will suit him well in this spot. He figures to be overlaid odds on the tote 
board; useful in exotic wagers. 
 
SELECTIONS: 9-12-1-12 
 
 
RACE TEN 
The Uncle Mo gelding BORSA VENTO’s best races to date have been at 
seven-furlongs, and the bay figures to improve in the third start of his 
current form cycle. He didn’t hit the board when last seen in Lexington, but 
that was in a two-turn race won by eventual stakes winner Guest Suite. 
Trainer Nick Zito’s limited starters at the tilt have run well thus far; tab for 
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top honors. COMMANDER’S CASTLE gave a good account of himself on 
debut in a two-turn heat at Tampa Bay Downs, and he will likely move 
forward off that effort in this spot. I like the slight turn back in distance 
and the rider switch to Jose Lezcano; contender. The homebred MINES 
MADE UP broke slow but finished third of 10 in his career debut at Fair 
Grounds, which was contested over a “muddy”, sealed racetrack going five 
and a half panels. Mineshaft filly is bred to love the added ground in this 
heat; improvement expected. LAST STAGE is a well-bred Tapit colt out of a 
Storm Cat mare that didn’t pick his feet up in his career debut at 
Gulfstream Park back in late February. He has had some time off since that 
effort, should like the added distance, cost $750K as a yearling and Joel 
Rosario stays put; bay colt deserves another chance. 
 
SELECTIONS: 4-9-8-5 
 
  


